MODULE #9: Personal Mission, Vision and Goals
Objectives
Participants will understand the importance of vision, mission, and goals.
Participants will formulate personal vision, mission, and goals.
Participants will build a better understanding of where they want to go and
what things they would like to accomplish.
Context
Leaders must have a solid vision in order to be effective. A leader
must know what makes their followers stick and then use that
knowledge to create a vision that will inspire. Furthermore, a leader
has an obligation to not only formulate a specific vision but also to
make sure that the followers have a clear understanding of that
vision. Their vision should transform their followers. Visions empower followers. If
followers feel that there is true potential in the vision, they will be eager to
become part of it. If the vision seems unrealistic, followers are bound to feel
alienated and lose all motivation to contribute to the vision.
Handouts & Resources Needed:
Handout 9.1: Developing a Personal Vision Statement
Handout 9.2: Mission
Handout 9.3: Goals
Handout 9.3A: Understanding Where You Are Right Now
Handout 9.3B: The Areas that let you Operate by “Accident”
Pens/pencils
Sheet of paper – one for each participant
Journals – one per students
Activity #1: Writing a Personal Vision Statement (55 min)
Procedure:
Icebreaker
Refer to “Developing a Personal Vision Statement: Handout 9.1
and tell participants about what a vision is and how leaders can
use it.
Ask participants to think about their past to identify important events
in their lives in preparation for writing a vision statement (refer to
Step 1. Handout 9.1).
Ask participants to determine what they want for their future (refer
to Step 2. Handout 9.1).
Ask participants to write an article on how they have made a
difference (refer to Step 3. Handout 9.1).
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Once steps one through three are completed, ask participants to
begin writing a short vision statement in their journal (Step 4.
Handout 9.1).
Debriefing

Activity #2: Writing a Mission Statement (55 min)
Procedure:
Icebreaker
Explain to participants that every organization has a mission
statement. Ask them why organizations produce mission
statements? What is the value in having a personal mission
statement? Does a person’s mission statement change throughout
his or her life?
Review ASPIRA’s mission as an example (Handout 9.2).
Ask participants to construct a mission statement for the club.
Debriefing
Activity #3: Setting Goals (55 min)
Procedure:
Icebreaker
Explain to participants that “Goals are the plan of action needed to
reach a vision. Goals establish the framework of your vision. When
developing your goals, you should remember to keep them
realistic and attainable. Furthermore, goals should fulfill the
mission statement”. Refer to Handout 9.3.
Ask participants to complete the handout entitled “Understanding
Where You Are Right Now.” (Handout 9.3A)
Ask the students to share and explain their answers by calling on
different students for each question.
Ask a couple students the same question.
After this exercise is finished, distribute the handout entitled “The
areas that let you operate by accident” (Handout 9.3B) and have
the group complete the worksheet by focusing only in one area
that was mentioned in the previous exercise.
Have a couple of students share their answers.
Point out the elements that lead toward the achievement of a goal
and the consequences that can be expected if such a goal is
achieved.
The following questions can be used to generate discussion:
o Why are goals important?
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o Does writing down a goal make it more likely that you will
accomplish it?
o How do goals differ from wishes and dreams?
o What can a person do if he or she is uncertain about goals?
o What are some pitfalls of goal accomplishment?
Tell participants that according to research in the area, youth who
do not set goals or make plans for their future are at higher risk for
dropping out of school.1
Debriefing
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Handout 9.3A

UNDERSTANDING WHERE YOU ARE RIGHT NOW
1. List two areas of your life in which you feel you have control and
confidence.

2. What are two areas of your life that you let operate “by accident”?
For example, you want to get good grades, but fail to do your
homework. What are the chances of consistently getting good
grades?
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Handout 9.3B

THE AREAS THAT YOU LET OPERATE BY “ACCIDENT”
1. Why are they hard to control?

2. What are the positive consequences of not having control over
them?

3. What are the negative consequences of not having control over
them?

4. What could be a positive outcome if you have control over them?

5. What can you do to have control over them?
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